
 

 

A Moment to Pause 
ISSUE #2 

 

Through this note, by offering a reflection on the remarkable spirit of the nearly 6,000 
DPH and UCSF staff, scientists and clinicians contributing at ZSFG, we intend to 

highlight our collective efforts to becoming the best place to work. 
 

 
Unmasking 

He is 36 years old, a father of two, getting sicker in front of me.  The night before, my colleague reviewed the 
list of eight patients I would care for over the weekend. Four had COVID including this young man.  She was 
optimistic he would go home in 1-2 days.  Yet meeting him on Saturday morning, alongside the bedside nurse, 
and the MERT team, he was getting sicker.  Fast.  Over a span of 90 minutes he went from likely going home, 
to requiring one of our 63 ventilators. I was confused.  What I saw frightened me.  As the ICU team took over 
his care, I turned away, stripping off my PPE into the overflowing trash can. I rushed to answer a backlog of 
neglected pages.  It was a difficult weekend.  I was irritable.  Cranky. Repeatedly, I heard myself apologize to 
colleagues for my impatience. “Very sorry interpreter. My mask is muffling my voice on the phone.  Totally 
reasonable you asked me several times to repeat the question.” I was in an unhealthy place.  So on Monday, I 
called a psychiatrist I have worked with over the years.  Listening to my description of the weekend he asked 
“How are you managing the danger?”  Air left my chest.  I stopped breathing for a bit.  I was not managing it.  I 
had turned from it.  Days before I stopped reading about New York.  The scale of the pain for the patients, for 
providers and the prospect of me and colleagues getting sick was too much.  With the counselor, I recognized 
because of my fear of the upcoming surge in COVID patients and the fatigue I was already experiencing from 
the preparations, I had expanded my PPE uniform.  Not feeling safe enough with a face shield, an N95, a 
yellow gown and gloves - I had also placed a mask on my heart.  It was suffocating me. So I resolved to 
unmask.  I would take all the recommended steps with PPE to stop transmission of the virus.  And I would 
keep an open spirit, an unmasked heart, as best I could.   
 
Right now many are calling health care workers heroes.  At 8pm, they cheer and clap in gratitude for your 
efforts.  Courage, dedication, self-sacrifice are characteristics of heroes.  Just as important is the capacity for 
grace.  In the midst of our frenzied activity, with the crushing need to do more, can we extend grace to another 
who is edgy with us? In the face of our own crispiness arising from uncertainty, fatigue, triggering and on, can 
we receive grace from another whose eyes, over their mask, are sharing a smile?  Returning to the theme of 
self-care - can we offer grace to ourselves?  Reflections with beloved colleagues, trusted friends and loving 
family can be a grace.  As I found, it can also involve turning towards professional counselors, spiritual leaders 
and therapists.  Trusting you know best how to find renewal outside the hospital.  Below we offer a listing of 
resources offered on behalf of UCSF and SFDPH with hopes, during a difficult moment, you receive them with 
grace in support of your spirit. 
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The UCSF Department of Psychiatry created a website listing multiple resources.  Some are 
available only on the Parnassus Campus, others for UCSF employees.  The majority are for the 
whole San Francisco community.     
 

 

Resources to Support Your Mental Health 
During the COVID-19 Outbreak | UCSF 
Department of Psychiatry 
Welcome! This site of resources for coping and emotional 
health has been developed for the benefit of our whole 
community - UCSF staff, faculty, students, patients, providers, 
Bay Area families, and the public at large. 

psychiatry.ucsf.edu 

 
 

Caring for SF Caregivers – SFHN Behavioral Health Service 

During this public health emergency, it is critical for our staff to take care of themselves.  
Please click here to learn about the many resources being offered to our first responders, healthcare 
workers and disaster service workers in San Francisco. 
 
Spiritual Care & Support  

• If you are having a moment, just need a 90 second boost, call the Re-centering line for a 
supportive message, refreshed daily: 628-206-8154 

• Spiritual Care Warm Line - You can call the confidential Warm Line between 5pm – 9pm 
every night of the week.  Chaplains will be available to provide support, words of inspiration, 
prayer, blessings, a brief meditation and to simply listen.  415- 874- 5317 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://psychiatry.ucsf.edu/coronavirus
https://psychiatry.ucsf.edu/coronavirus
https://psychiatry.ucsf.edu/coronavirus
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__sfdph.us19.list-2Dmanage.com_track_click-3Fu-3D46b917758ba60c903849c6855-26id-3D48b3d0a9eb-26e-3Dae4d773516&d=DwMF-g&c=iORugZls2LlYyCAZRB3XLg&r=wJxIRTRlwDrMktxYg9med_FmH_ljMIWbHaEbUYCg6IM&m=1QArdYLfVsTuJy9adriP1QSTRwi0I63aKMXBqJUS1sg&s=f3qkdYcMIHLFeg60IhDMqFuEXlsEKQH23xjQRqkVUvk&e=
https://psychiatry.ucsf.edu/coronavirus


 
 

 

We would love to hear from you. 

Please scan the QR code below to suggest a future topic for A Moment to Pause 

or to share a word or phrase to describe how you took a moment to pause. (Played 

with my kids, walked my dog, phone call with family, spoke with a therapist etc.) 
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